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Structural, magnetic, and electric properties of La$_{0.7}$Sr$_{0.3}$MnO$_3$/PbZr$_x$Ti$_{1-x}$O$_3$ heterostructures
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Epitaxial La$_{0.7}$Sr$_{0.3}$MnO$_3$/PbZr$_x$Ti$_{1-x}$O$_3$ multilayers were fabricated by pulsed-laser deposition and studied by structural, magnetic, and electric characterization techniques. Transmission electron microscopy and x-ray diffractometry proved the excellent structural quality of the samples. A high ferroelectric polarization and stable piezoelectric switching were found for the lead zirconate titanate layers, whereas the manganite layers showed bulklike resistivity and magnetoresistance, both attesting to the high quality of the layers. In a detailed study of the magnetic response of the multilayers multiple magnetization switching was observed that was related to the complex strain state. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.2980322]

I. INTRODUCTION

Multiferroic materials have attracted intense research interest in recent years$^{1-5}$ since these materials present challenges to the understanding of the fundamental nature of magnetostrictive interactions and offer a broad range of application potential and since it is possible nowadays to fabricate high quality films and heterostructures of these materials. Since the saturation values of both magnetization and electric polarization are comparatively small in most intrinsic multiferroics,$^{2,6}$ considerable research activity has focused on extrinsic multiferroics, i.e., superlattice systems consisting of alternating ferromagnetic and ferroelectric layers.$^{7-11}$ Moreover, in laminates based on Terfenol-D (Tb$_{1-x}$Dy$_x$Fe$_{2-y}$) and PbZr$_x$Ti$_{1-x}$O$_3$ very high values of the magnetoelastic coupling constant were found.$^{12,13}$ This is in the line of general interest in PbZr$_x$Ti$_{1-x}$O$_3$ heterostructures since this material has excellent ferroelectric and piezoelectric properties making it of potential use for nonvolatile random access memories.$^{14,15}$ An additional degree of versatility of PbZr$_x$Ti$_{1-x}$O$_3$ lies in the tunability of the lattice parameter and physical properties due to the Zr/Ti composition ratio.$^{16}$ Instead of combining PbZr$_x$Ti$_{1-x}$O$_3$ with metallic ferromagnets, it might be more desirable to fabricate and study heteropitaxial all-oxide multilayers. Here La$_{0.7}$Sr$_{0.3}$MnO$_3$ might be a good choice as ferromagnetic oxide since it has a Curie temperature of about 360 K above room temperature and since it is known to show strong magnetoelastic coupling,$^{17,18}$ thus potentially allowing for high magnetoelastic effects mediated via a piezoelectric-magnetoelastic coupling.

In this work the structural, magnetic, and electric properties of La$_{0.7}$Sr$_{0.3}$MnO$_3$/PbZr$_x$Ti$_{1-x}$O$_3$ multilayers and graded multilayers were investigated and compared with the properties of single La$_{0.7}$Sr$_{0.3}$MnO$_3$ (LSMO) films. The focus of this study was the structural and magnetic properties of these heterostructures and here especially the relation between magnetic homogeneity and structural properties.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Single films, bilayers, and multilayers were fabricated by pulsed-laser deposition (PLD) using a KrF excimer laser ($\lambda$ = 248 nm) following the procedure described in Ref. 19 for the growth of single crystalline PbZr$_{0.2}$Ti$_{0.8}$O$_3$ thin films. All samples—with the exception of sample VM09 that was grown on (0.1%)Nb-doped SrTiO$_3$ (001)—were deposited onto vicinal single crystalline SrTiO$_3$ (001) (STO) substrates with a miscut angle of about 0.1° (CrysTec, Berlin). Three different classes of samples were produced and investigated, namely, single LSMO films, LSMO/PbZr$_{0.2}$Ti$_{0.8}$O$_3$ multilayers and graded LSMO/PbZr$_x$Ti$_{1-x}$O$_3$ (PZ/T$_{1-x}$) heterostructures, where in the latter the Zr/Ti ratio was varied from one PZ/T$_{1-x}$ layer to the next. The ablation was made from ceramic targets of composition Pb$_{1-x}$(Zr$_x$Ti$_{1-x}$)$_2$O$_5$ ($x$ = 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.52) and La$_{0.7}$Sr$_{0.3}$MnO$_3$. The substrate temperature during deposition was 600°C, oxygen partial pressure was 0.3 mbar; all samples were cooled down in 1 bar O$_2$ with a cooling rate of 20°C/min.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) investigations were performed on cross-sectional samples (electron beam incident from the [100] STO direction). Conventional TEM was performed in a Philips CM20T electron microscope (200 keV primary energy) and high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) in a Jeol 4010 (at 400 keV). Z-contrast imaging was performed in a FEI Titan 80–300 microscope at 300 kV. X-ray diffraction measurements were made with Cu Kα radiation using a Philips X′Pert diffractometer. Piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) was performed using a suitably modified commercially available atomic force microscope (AFM) (ThermoMicroscopes Autoprobe CP-R) with custom tip and sample holders, and PtIr coated tips (Nanosensors, ATEC- EFM) with an elastic constant of about 2.5 N/m. Macroscopic polarization hysteresis curves were acquired using a TF2000 Analyzer (AixacCCT). Magnetic measurements were made with a superconducting quantum interference device.
TABLE I. Samples investigated in this work with some basic parameters. \( n \) denotes the number of LSMO/PZT\(_{1−x}\) bilayers within the heterostructures and \( T_c \) the Curie temperature of the ferromagnetic transition. \( c_{PZT} \) and \( c_{LSMO} \) are the \( c \)-axis lattice constants of the PZT\(_{1−x}\) and LSMO layers, respectively. In the case of multilayers a LSMO layer is always the first layer grown on the STO substrate. In the case of graded multilayers the bottom PZ\(_{1−x}\) layer is the rightmost in the table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>(LSMO/PZT)(_n) (nm)</th>
<th>Composition (PZT)</th>
<th>( c_{PZT} ) (nm)</th>
<th>( c_{LSMO} ) (nm)</th>
<th>( T_c ) (K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VM12     Single layer</td>
<td>(5/⋯/1)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM06     Single layer</td>
<td>(15/⋯/1)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM13     Single layer</td>
<td>(40/⋯/1)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM05     Bilayer</td>
<td>(70/90)</td>
<td>PZ(<em>{0.20} )(</em>{0.80})</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM03     Multilayer</td>
<td>(10/6)(_{15})</td>
<td>PZ(<em>{0.30} )(</em>{0.70})</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM08     Multilayer</td>
<td>(6/5)(_{15})</td>
<td>PZ(<em>{0.20} )(</em>{0.80})</td>
<td>0.414</td>
<td>0.385</td>
<td>339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM09     Multilayer</td>
<td>(9/6)(_{15})</td>
<td>PZ(<em>{0.20} )(</em>{0.80})</td>
<td>0.412</td>
<td>0.384</td>
<td>339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM15     Graded multilayer</td>
<td>(15/27)(_{3})</td>
<td>PZ(<em>{0.52} )(</em>{0.48})/PZ(<em>{0.40} )(</em>{0.60})/PZ(<em>{0.20} )(</em>{0.80})</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM16     Graded multilayer</td>
<td>(9/20)(_{3})</td>
<td>PZ(<em>{0.20} )(</em>{0.80})/PZ(<em>{0.15} )(</em>{0.85})/PZ(<em>{0.10} )(</em>{0.90})</td>
<td>0.410/0.414/0.418</td>
<td>0.384</td>
<td>339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM17     Graded multilayer</td>
<td>(11/29)(_{3})</td>
<td>PZ(<em>{0.30} )(</em>{0.70})/PZ(<em>{0.20} )(</em>{0.80})/PZ(<em>{0.10} )(</em>{0.90})</td>
<td>0.412/0.414/0.416</td>
<td>0.384</td>
<td>339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM24     Graded multilayer</td>
<td>(20/100)(_{3})</td>
<td>PZ(<em>{0.52} )(</em>{0.48})/PZ(<em>{0.40} )(</em>{0.70})/PZ(<em>{0.10} )(</em>{0.90})</td>
<td>0.412/0.414/0.417</td>
<td>0.384</td>
<td>339</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

magnetometer (Quantum Design, MPMS7) and an ac susceptometer (Lakeshore, ACS7000). Resistivity and magnetoresistance were measured in He flow cryostat (Oxford Instruments) operating in a temperature regime between 4 and 300 K in magnetic fields of up to 9 T. For in-plane resistivity measurements, four contacts were made to the sample using silver paste such as to contact all manganite layers. For out-of-plane current-voltage characterization, Pt contacts were sputtered onto the multilayers as top electrodes and the conducting Nb/STO substrate was used as a bottom contact. All measurements were performed with a four-point method; in the case of the out-of-plane measurements, two contacts each were made to the top layer and substrate back side. In general, magnetic fields were applied along [100] within the heterostructure plane; the magnetization of one sample (VM09) was measured in both in-plane and out-of-plane fields. The diamagnetic contribution of the substrate was determined from the high field magnetization values under the assumption that the ferromagnetic component from the LSMO layers saturates at high field. From all magnetization data the substrate contribution was subtracted. Table I shows an overview of the samples studied in this work.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Structural characterization

The TEM investigations of our LSMO/PZT bilayers and multilayers revealed their overall high structural quality. Figure 1(a) shows the cross-sectional TEM micrograph of a bilayer of 90 nm thick PZ\(_{0.2} \)\(_{0.8}\) grown on 70 nm thick LSMO on a vicinal STO (001) substrate (sample VM05). Figure 1(b) is a cross-sectional HRTEM micrograph taken on a graded LSMO/PZ\(_{1−x}\) superlattice with six layers (sample VM17): three layers of 10 nm thick LSMO sandwiched between the STO substrate and three successive layers of PZ\(_{0.2} \)\(_{0.8}\) (30 nm thick) with increasing \( x \) \((x=0.1,0.2,0.3)\). Only the LSMO layers and the first two PZT layers are visible in this micrograph and, as higher magnification images show, the LSMO/PZ\(_{0.2} \)\(_{0.8}\) interfaces are coherent. Figure 1(c) is a cross-sectional TEM micrograph of a thicker graded LSMO/PZ\(_{1−x}\) superlattice with six layers (sample VM24): the three layers of 20 nm thick LSMO being now sandwiched between the STO substrate and the three successive layers of PZ\(_{0.2} \)\(_{0.8}\) (100 nm thick) with increasing \( x \) \((x=0.1,0.3,0.5)\).

A TEM micrograph taken on a LSMO/PZ\(_{0.2} \)\(_{0.8}\) multilayer with 30 layers, with 6 nm thick LSMO and 5 nm thick PZ\(_{0.2} \)\(_{0.8}\) layers (sample VM08), is shown in Fig. 1(d). The quality of the LSMO/PZ\(_{0.2} \)\(_{0.8}\) interfaces in such a multilayer was investigated by means of Z-contrast scanning TEM and it was found that the interfaces are at least partly atomically flat and coherent [see inset in Fig. 1(d)].
Intensity (counts) vs. 2θ (degrees)

**FIG. 2.** (Color online) θ-2θ scans of samples (a) VM09 and (b) VM24 around the (002) substrate reflection. The lower curves in each figure show the corresponding scan for a virgin SrTiO$_3$ (001) substrate. In (a) satellite peaks due to the superlattice modulation are clearly visible, and they are indexed by their order $0, \pm 1, \ldots$. In (b) a broad satellite reflection appears. The solid lines in (b) indicate the peak-profile analysis of this reflection by three peaks corresponding to the three PZ$_{1-x}$ layers.

Figure 2 shows θ-2θ scans of multilayer VM09 and the graded multilayer VM24 near the (002) reflection. In the case of multilayer VM09 containing 15 bilayers with thickness of 15 nm, clear satellite peaks due to the superlattice modulation were observed. These were indexed according to their order, $n = 0, \pm 1, \ldots$. Four of these reflections show a clear $K_{a1}/K_{a2}$ splitting. These observations attest to the high quality of the multilayer. From the central peak a c-axis lattice constant of 0.412 nm was derived for the PZT layers. From the satellite shifts the superlattice modulation period was obtained to be 14–15 nm. For multilayer VM08 a similar analysis yielded a modulation period of 11–12 nm. Both values are in good agreement with the TEM results. Near the LSMO (002) reflection only one satellite peak was observed. The c-axis lattice constant of LSMO was derived as 0.384 nm and the superlattice modulation period from the first order satellite reflection as 15 nm. The graded multilayers showed a distinctly different intensity pattern [see Fig. 2(b)]. In this case superstructure modulations were not observed since there were only three bilayers; instead, the PZ$_{1-x}$ (002) reflection was found to be very broad due to the compositional variation from one to the next PZ$_{1-x}$ layer. To obtain an estimate of the c-axis lattice constants of the PZ$_{1-x}$ layers the peak profiles of the corresponding (002) reflections were analyzed by fitting three pseudo-Voigt functions to the intensity profile in the angle range between 42.6° and 45.2° [see Fig. 2(b)]. From the positions of the maxima the c-axis lattice constants were calculated and were found to be 0.410 and 0.418 nm (see Table I).

**FIG. 3.** (Color online) Magnetization as a function of temperature of (a) single LSMO films, (b) LSMO/PZ$_{0.2}$T$_{0.8}$ multilayers, and (c) graded LSMO/PZ$_{1-x}$ heterostructures. The magnetization was measured in an in-plane field of 0.2 T along [100]. The diamagnetic contribution from the substrate was subtracted. The Curie temperature was determined by linear extrapolation of the magnetization to the base line as indicated in (c).

**B. Magnetic properties**

**1. Overview**

In order to obtain a first overview of the magnetic properties, the magnetization was measured as a function of temperature in an in-plane field of 0.2 T that brings the samples into technical saturation. Figure 3 shows the respective magnetization data for the (a) single films, (b) multilayers, and (c) graded multilayers. The volume of the LSMO layers needed to calculate the magnetization was determined from the base area and the layer thickness is measured either by cross-sectional TEM or estimated from the deposition time. The LSMO volume therefore has a considerable error of at least 10%; this error is especially large in the multilayer samples since the error in the thickness determination of a single LSMO layer is multiplied by the number of bilayers. Therefore the scatter in the saturation magnetization $M_s$ is significantly larger for the multilayers than for the thin films. Apart from this scatter the values of the saturation magnetization are consistently below the theoretical spin-only magnetic moment that is 3.7 $\mu_B$/unit cell for La$_{0.7}$Sr$_{0.3}$MnO$_3$; this corresponds to $\mu_0M_s=0.75$ T. This might be caused by various effects, namely, a high field slope of the magnetization$^{20}$ as well as spin disorder, $^{21}$ orbital ordering,$^{22,23}$ phase separation,$^{24,25}$ or structural inhomogeneity$^{26,27}$ at the interfaces. The Curie temperature is often determined from the inflection point of the magnetization versus temperature curve. $^{28}$ This approach does not yield sensible results here since the magnetization curves of the multilayers are broadened. Therefore the Curie temperature was determined by linear extrapolation of the high-temperatur
magnetocrystralline anisotropy constant $K_m$ and magnetocrystalline anisotropy field $H_A$ was determined as shown in Fig. 4(b). The anisotropy field is related to shape anisotropy, the magneto-crystalline anisotropy constant $K_1$ of the undistorted LSMO layers, and to a strain-induced anisotropy term due to magnetostriction $^{30}$

$$\mu_0 H_A = \mu_0 M_S + \frac{2K_1}{M_S} + \frac{3\lambda_{100}}{M_S}(c_{11}-c_{12})(1+2c_{12}/c_{11})\varepsilon.$$  

(1)

For the derivation of this formula a coherently strained LSMO film with biaxial strain components $\varepsilon_{xx}=\varepsilon_{yy}=\varepsilon$ was assumed. $\lambda_{100}$ denotes the saturation magnetostriction and $c_{11}$ and $c_{12}$ are elastic constants of the LSMO layer.

From the magnetization data the anisotropy field and saturation magnetization were determined between 10 and 300 K. For each sample the magnetization data were fitted to the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation to extract the anisotropy field $H_A$ in a similar manner as described elsewhere. $^{30}$

The saturation magnetostriction $\lambda_{100}$ can be directly calculated from the measured values of $H_A$ and $M_S$ using Eq. (1) and the values for the strain $\varepsilon$ and the elastic constants $c_{11}$ and $c_{12}$ in good approximation for LSMO $c_{11}=2c_{12}=200$ GPa. $^{31}$ The strain $\varepsilon=0.02$ was calculated from the bulk lattice constants of 0.3875 nm (LSMO) and 0.3954 nm (PZ$_{0.52}$T$_{0.48}$). This yields the saturation magnetostriction $\lambda_{100}$ shown in the inset in Fig. 4(b). $\lambda_{100}$ was found to decrease linearly with temperature, extrapolating to zero at 326 K in reasonable agreement with the Curie temperature of this film at 332 K. The values of $\lambda_{100}$ obtained here are consistent with the values obtained from Ref. 30 for a 130 nm thick LSMO film.

### 3. Strain dependence of the coercive field

It is well known that the coercive field depends sensitively on strain through a stress-induced anisotropy. $^{32}$ A manifestation of this effect can be beautifully seen in manganite films grown on SrTiO$_3$ substrates. Below the structural transition of SrTiO$_3$ at about 105 K crystallographic domains form and induce elastic deformations in the manganite film which, in turn, lead to the appearance of three branches of the coercive field. $^{33,34}$ This effect is also seen in one of the multilayers studied here and will be further discussed below. Another possibility to modify the coercive field is by inducing different strains in the individual LSMO layers of a multilayer sample. To this end, graded multilayers consisting of LSMO layers sandwiched between PZT layers with various compositions were grown. With increasing Zr/Ti ratio the PZT layers have larger in-plane lattice parameters $[a(PZ_{0.1}T_{0.9})=0.3927$ nm, $a(PZ_{0.2}T_{0.8})=0.3954$ nm, $a(PZ_{0.3}T_{0.7})=0.3978$ nm, and $a(PZ_{0.52}T_{0.48})=0.4046$ nm, bulk room temperature values], all larger than $a(LSMO)$ = 0.3875 nm (pseudocubic) and $a(STO)=0.3905$ nm.

Figure 5(a) shows the magnetization hysteresis loops of sample VM17 at various temperatures. At 5 and 100 K stepped hysteresis curves are clearly seen, $^{11}$ i.e., at these temperatures the magnetization measurements clearly show two coercive fields. Since there are three layers present in each graded heterostructure, one would expect to observe three magnetization reversal steps. For an accurate determination of the coercive fields, the field derivative of the magnetization was computed $^{[see Fig. 5(b)].$ In case of this sample, the derivative actually indicates that there are four magnetization reversal steps in total, with two each being arranged in a double transition. For samples VM16 and VM24 at 5 K indeed three coercive fields are observed, where in each case two transitions are very close. At higher temperatures it is even more difficult to resolve the separate magnetization switching by magnetization measurements. Therefore measurements of the fundamental ac susceptibility...
were performed with a fixed frequency Ω/(2π)=667 Hz as a function of the ac-field amplitude H_{ac}. Figure 6 shows the ac susceptibility of sample VM17 at various temperatures. At a coercive field the loss component χ'' shows a clear transition \(^35\) that was used for the determination of the coercive field values. The results are summarized in Fig. 7. In the case of the magnetization measurements the coercive fields were calculated as averages between positive and negative field values. In all cases there is reasonable agreement between the coercive field values determined by the two techniques. In sample VM16 indeed three coercive fields were found for all temperatures: in sample VM17 the three coercive fields at high temperatures split up into four at low temperatures and in sample VM24 apart from 5 K only two magnetization reversals were detected.

It is impossible to assign the magnetic transitions to particular layers but it is likely that the LSMO layer adjacent to the STO substrate has the smallest coercive field since it is the least strained. The origin of the additional transitions in sample VM17 might either be due to structural inhomogeneities or to the fact that each LSMO layer is sandwiched between layers of different lattice constants. This might lead to an inhomogeneous strain distribution within the LSMO layer (see Refs. \(^36\) and \(^37\)). Although this is true for all graded multilayers, the actual strain distribution within the multilayers will be different in each case since the thickness of the PZT layers was varied from sample to sample. The PZT layers in sample VM24 were especially thick (100 nm) and one might assume that strain relaxation has already set in such that the strain state of the two upper LSMO layers is similar; this would explain the absence of the third magnetization reversal step in this sample in a broad temperature range. Since strain relaxation is accompanied by the formation of misfit dislocations that might act as pinning centers...
for magnetic domain walls, one might expect that sample VM24 has larger coercive fields than samples VM16 and VM17. This is indeed observed.

That strain relaxation might have some effect on the coercive field is further seen in the analysis of the magnetic data of the multilayers VM08 and VM09. Although only a single magnetization reversal is observed in the magnetization hysteresis [see Fig. 4(a)], high-resolution ac-susceptibility measurements reveal magnetic inhomogeneity. The coercive fields were again determined from the loss component $\chi''$ and are presented in Fig. 8. In these two samples at high temperature, four to five coercive fields were observed. This might be related to strain relaxation throughout the multilayer leading to different strain states of the individual LSMO layers. Although strain relaxation could not be verified by the $\Theta$-2$\Theta$ scans, we would expect strain relaxation to occur in multilayers with a thickness exceeding 100 nm. Furthermore in the case of sample VM08 the influence of the structural transition of the STO substrate at 105 K on the magnetic properties was observed. Below 105 K the lowest lying coercive field splits up into three branches corresponding to the three orientations of the tetragonal cell of the STO substrate with respect to the ac-field amplitude. This transition is also seen in the single LSMO films and was discussed in a separate publication.\textsuperscript{33} We would believe that this transition also occurs in sample VM09 and in the higher lying coercivity branches. We can, however, not observe this since the ac susceptometer has a maximum ac-field amplitude of 1.8 mT.

In summary, strain effects in the multilayers have a strong influence on the magnetic properties. This is manifested in a large perpendicular anisotropy and in the appearance of stepped magnetization curves related to the appearance of multiple coercive field branches.

C. Electric properties

1. Ferroelectric polarization

Ferroelectric measurements performed on the LSMO/PZ$_{0.2}$T$_{0.8}$ bilayer (sample VM05) shown in Fig. 9(a) confirmed the good structural quality of the sample. Hysteresis loops measured at temperatures of 100 and 300 K and at 1 kHz are given in Fig. 9(a). The remnant polarization was almost temperature insensitive up to 300 K, being about $P_r = 88 \pm 10 \mu C/cm^2$, comparable with polarization values obtained for single crystalline PZ$_{0.2}$T$_{0.8}$ films grown on SrRuO$_3$-coated STO (100).\textsuperscript{19} The double transition evidenced by the two current peaks in the current-voltage curves and the two steps of the polarization-voltage curves in Fig. 9(a) may arise from the existence of two types of 180° domains in the PZT layer, whose polarization switching at low temperature occurs at different values of the applied voltage.

The ferroelectric hysteresis loop measured at 300 K and at 1 kHz on the graded sample VM24, whose TEM image is given in Fig. 1(c), is plotted in Fig. 9(b). The measured remnant polarization is $P_r = 45 \pm 10 \mu C/cm^2$. This is most probably solely the contribution of the topmost 100 nm thick PZ$_{0.52}$T$_{0.48}$ layer of the six-layered structure because the three LSMO layers are in contact on the sides of the substrate and thus short circuited.\textsuperscript{11} The value of the remnant polarization is also close to what PZ$_{0.52}$T$_{0.48}$ is expected to have, $P_r = 50 \mu C/cm^2$.\textsuperscript{38}
2. PFM

PFM (Ref. 39) investigations were performed on a LSMO/PZ0.2T0.8 multilayer with 30 layers (9 nm thin LSMO layers and 6 nm thin PZ0.2T0.8 layers) grown on conductive Nb:STO (001) (sample VM09). Part of the sample was cut by a diamond saw so that the sides of the substrate that had been covered by material during the PLD fabrication were removed to avoid the LSMO layers being short circuited. Figure 10(a) shows an AFM topography image obtained in a tapping mode on a 4×4 μm² area of the as-grown top surface of this multilayer and Fig. 10(b) is a topography image (2.5×2.5 μm² area) obtained in a contact mode after the sample was cut. The out-of-plane piezoresponse images associated with the topography image shown in Fig. 10(b) are given by the PFM amplitude image in Fig. 10(c) and the PFM phase image in Fig. 10(d). The orientation of the polarization of the topmost 6 nm thin PZ0.2T0.8 layer could be switched by applying a dc voltage of either +3 or −3 V during scanning, as shown in Fig. 10(d), and these two polarization states were stable in time (no backswitching occurred). From earlier investigations, our epitaxial PZ0.2T0.8 films (thinner than ≈90 nm) grow fully c-axis oriented and show uniform orientation of the polarization in the as-grown state, as demonstrated in a previous paper (Ref. 19).

3. Current-in-plane resistivity and magnetoresistance

The current-in-plane resistivity of multilayer VM08 was measured as a function of temperature and magnetic field (see Fig. 11). The data are unusual in the sense that the resistivity and magneto-resistance are not significantly modified as compared to single manganite films. Magnetic transport measurements are a sensitive probe for structural defects since these lead to both an upturn in the resistivity at low temperatures and the appearance of a considerable low field magneto-resistance. None of these signatures are seen in the multilayer, thus corroborating the excellent structural quality.

4. Current-perpendicular-to-plane transport

The current-voltage characteristics of multilayer VM09 were measured in a current-perpendicular-to-plane configuration. For this platinum contacts on the top PZT layer and the conducting Nb-doped SrTiO₃ substrate were used as electrodes. Polarity of the voltage was such that forward bias corresponded to a positive voltage applied to the platinum contacts. Figure 12 shows selected current-voltage (I-V) characteristics as well as the dynamic conductance dI/dV derived from these at 10 and 300 K. Main features of the data are the rectifying characteristics of the current-voltage characteristics and the exponential voltage dependence of the current and dynamic conductance for forward bias. The magnetic field dependence is weak, especially in the forward bias region. The data do not show any irreversibility related to a switching of the PZT layers.

A comparison of these data with literature data on the rectifying behavior at the La₀.₇Sr₀.₃MnO₃− and La₀.₇Ca₀.₃MnO₃−Nb:SrTiO₃ interface shows essentially the same behavior. Therefore we suspect that the PZT layers are short circuited by edge defects such that the current-voltage characteristics are dominated by the LSMO/STO interface. The rectifying behavior is due to the formation of a p-n junction between the n-doped Nb:SrTiO₃ and the

FIG. 10. (Color online) (a) AFM (tapping mode) topography, (b) contact mode topography, (c) PFM amplitude image (giving information about the out-of-plane polarization magnitude), and (d) PFM phase image (giving information about the out-of-plane polarization direction) acquired on the top surface of a multilayer with 15 LSMO/PZ0.2T0.8 bilayers (VM09) grown on Nb:STO (001). The structures visible in (c) and (d) were written before imaging by applying voltages of +3 and −3 V between tip and sample, respectively.

FIG. 11. (Color online) (a) In-plane resistivity of multilayer VM08 as a function of temperature for various magnetic fields. (b) Magneto-resistance of multilayer VM08 as a function of magnetic field at various temperatures. Note that the 10 and 50 K data are hidden by the 100 K data.
electricity. In further studies the magnetoelectric coupling between PZT and LSMO layers will be investigated. To this end the multilayers will be etched into pillars that will be separately contacted to both avoid the problem of short circuiting and enable the study of size effects.
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